In recent years, a new and promising polymer processing technology known as water-assisted injection molding (WAIM) has attracted attention not only for academic reasons but also for its industrial applications. WAIM technology provides a new way to fabricate hollow or other complicated products due to its faster cycling time and light weight. This paper aims to give an overview of the basic principles and applications of WAIM as well as the current research status in academia. The origin and development of WAIM technology are first described and then, their advantages and applications are given. This review focuses on the experimental trends of WAIM such as computer simulation, the effect of processing parameters on the WAIM samples, and the morphology as well as related WAIM–molded composites and polymer blends’ work.

1. Background

In the early 1970s, the idea of injecting the fluid into polymer melts in the mold was proposed to produce hollow parts, and later the Water-Assisted Injection Molding (WAIM) technology was developed. WAIM technology, one of the latest and most promising technologies, has received extensive attention in recent years, due to the lightweight of its products, relatively lower resin cost per part, faster cycle time, and its flexibility in the design and manufacture of hollow plastic parts. However, due to the development and wide applications of gas-assisted injection molding (GAIM), WAIM had been set aside in the last century. It bursts onto the scene in a big way at fall’s K 2001 show, which was stimulated by a report on WAIM research by the researchers at Institute of Plastics Processing (IKV), Germany. Since then, WAIM has been widely investigated in industry and academia.

Up to now, great efforts have been made toward the simulation and investigation of WAIM process as well as the development of WAIM equipment. IKV is one of the pioneering groups on WAIM. Michaeli et al. systematically investigated the injector technology, residual wall thickness, and hollow space formation during the WAIM process. In addition, some researchers simulated the WAIM process using interesting approaches. Liu first reviewed the development and progress of WAIM technology in 2009. This review focused on the experimental trends of WAIM such as computer simulation, the effect of processing parameters on the WAIM samples, and the morphology as well as related WAIM–molded composites and polymer blends’ work.
the experimental trends on WAIM. Furthermore, there have been investigations on the morphology and orientation evolution of the WAIM parts recently.[23–27] Therefore, the present review article aims to review and summarize current research in WAIM, focusing on experimental trends in computer simulation, the effect of processing parameters, morphology and orientation, fiber-filled thermoplastic composites, as well as the polymer blends. Before that, we first introduce the schematic, WAIM equipment, advantages and disadvantages, as well as the industrial applications of WAIM technology.

2. WAIM Technology

2.1. Schematic of WAIM Technology

Generally, according to the volume of injected melt, WAIM can be divided into short-shot process and full-shot process. A schematic diagram of short-shot process is illustrated in Figure 1. Clearly, it can be divided into three stages. First, the cavity is partially filled with polymer melt; second, the high-pressure water is injected into the core of the polymer melt; third, water continues to pack the melt till the melt is solidified. There are also some other WAIM processes, such as melt-pushback and core-pull back processes. The details of the WAIM process are provided in the refs. [1,28].

2.2. WAIM Equipment

WAIM equipment mainly comprises of a water-assisted injection unit, water injection pin, injection molding machine, and mold. Water-assisted injection unit supplies the pressurized water for the WAIM process. It generally includes a water pump, a water tank equipped with a temperature regulator, and a control circuit.[29] It has its own hydraulic and control system, and can be adapted to all molding machines (Figure 2). Water can be directly injected into the cavity via water injection pin.

Figure 1. Schematic of short-shot WAIM process.
failure of a part during the WAIM process, and up to now it is still a big problem in WAIM technology. In addition, although a large number of WAIM systems are commercially available (Figure 2), the cost of equipment is still very high.

### 2.3. Advantages and Disadvantages

WAIM is an important manufacturing technology with its potential still to be realized. The use of water as the internal fluid offers a number of significant advantages and new possibilities as compared with the currently well-established GAIM. The thermal conductivity of water is 40 times greater than that of gas, and the heat capacity of water is four times greater than gas.\(^\text{(3,4)}\) With the cooling capability of water, the cooling cycle time of WAIM can be reduced to 50% than that of GAIM. Meanwhile, compared to gas, water has a higher viscosity and is incompressible, therefore, it can produce better-shaped hollow parts with good control and smoother surfaces (Figure 3). In WAIM, water compresses plastics into uniform and thinner residual walls \(\approx 25\%\) thinner than that in the typical GAIM. The uniformity of residual wall thickness around bends and other geometric shapes is a particular advantage of WAIM. Thinner residual walls directly correlate to materials savings; uniform residual wall thickness can directly lead to a uniform strength. In addition, the cooling from both inside and outside provides a more balanced cooling, resulting in a reduced postejection warpage.

Due to the involved additional processing parameters, the molding window and process control are more critical and difficult. Therefore, WAIM has some limitations. For example, the removal of water after molding is a major obstacle for the popularization and application of WAIM technology. During the molding process, the presence of water may corrode the steel mold. Table 1 lists the advantages and disadvantages of the WAIM.

### 2.4. Industrial Applications

WAIM has been under development for more than 20 years and is already successfully commercialized. Majority of them are in Europe, where WAIM originated. Badische Ailin-und-Soda-Fabrik (BASF) has already optimized several resin grades specifically for use in WAIM, and for several product applications. The first commercial use of Battenfeld’s Aquamold system started 2005 with the handlebar and front-wheel fork of a new tricycle from Smoby SA of France.\(^\text{(4)}\)

WAIM is especially well suited for a number of hollow-part applications, such as automotive fluid handling tubes for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Shorter cycle time</td>
<td>1. Not suitable for multicavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Smooth inner surface</td>
<td>2. Corrosion of the steel mold due to water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Uniform residual wall thickness</td>
<td>3. Removal of water after molding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Minimal warpage and shrinkage</td>
<td>4. Increased mold sealing requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Flexibility in the design and manufacture of plastic parts</td>
<td>5. Some materials are difficult to be molded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Eco-friendly due to the used water</td>
<td>6. Not suitable for high temperature injection molding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Reduced material consumption due to the hollow structure of the parts</td>
<td>7. Larger orifices of injection pin required (easier to get stuck by the polymer melt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Low cost of water (water is much cheaper and can be easily recycled)</td>
<td>8. Difficult to predict residual wall thickness depending on part geometry and polymer used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. No internal foaming phenomenon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Current Research

3.1. Computer Simulation

Simulation is a useful tool for the mathematical modeling in polymer crystallization and processing. Due to the complexity of the WAIM process, computer simulation is expected to become an important and required tool to help understanding this process, especially tracing two moving interfaces which are the water–melt interface and melt–front interface. However, there are few reports on modeling and simulation of WAIM. Theoretically, the WAIM process is a 3D, transient, two-phase problem with moving front– and water–melt interfaces, this is somewhat similar to the GAIM process.

The melts flow behavior, penetrated length, residual wall thickness, temperature, shear fields, and so on have been predicted based on the improved models. Based on Hele–Shaw flow model (which is widely used in modeling conventional injection molding (CIM)), Li et al. and Zhang et al. studied the residual wall thickness of tubes through computer simulations, and Zhang et al. put forward the model and numerical simulation method for the second penetration (water injection). They found the dependence of the residual wall thickness on the water pressure and melt temperature, which was consistent with the experimental data. Polynkin et al. and Silva et al. used the volume of fluid method to simulate the high-pressure water penetration and successfully traced the polymer–water interface. Recently, Wang et al. used this method to simulate the process of high-pressure water penetration, and showed that the process of melt filling propelled by high-pressure water was divided into three stages: initial filling, fast filling, and terminal filling, and the water had a little shear effect on the melt in the water-penetrated zone. Yang et al. found that the water penetration was uniform and smooth in the long straight water channel, and the wall thickness difference was small (Figure 4). However, it was easy to produce water fingering in variable cross-section and L-shaped water channels.

A simulation model for the filling stage of a pipe cavity during the short-shot WAIM was proposed by Kuang. It was found that the short-shot size was the principal parameters affecting the water penetration length, while melt temperature, mold temperature, water temperature, and water pressure were found to have little effect on the water penetration. In addition, Liu and Chen used a transient heat transfer finite element model to simulate and predict the temperature variation of the WAIM products during the cooling process, and found that the simulated results matched well with the experimental data.

In order to achieve a better pressure control performance of the injecting water to meet the requirements of the WAIM, the proportional pressure control of the WAIM system was reported both numerically and experimentally. The simulation results indicate that a high flow area water injector is more suitable for the pressure control, and the increase of integrator gain could lead to overshoot and oscillation phenomena.

Additionally, Liu and Chen and Liu and Su used a proposed transient heat transfer finite element model to simulate and predict the temperature variation during WAIM process. The result showed that the temperature profiles of WAIM parts can be well predicted. Zheng et al. used the hybrid finite element and finite difference method to simulate the evolution of temperature and shear stress during WAIM and CIM. The results demonstrate that the temperature and shear stress in the skin region decrease faster than those of water channel region (Figure 5). The simulation results account for the experimental results satisfactorily.

3.2. Effect of Processing Parameters

Despite the advantages associated with WAIM process, the molding window and process control become more critical and difficult since additional processing parameters are involved, such as water pressure, water delay time, and water injection time. Water penetration length and residual wall thickness significantly affect the quality of WAIM parts, therefore many researchers have investigated the effects of processing parameters as well as water pin form and channel geometry on the penetration length and residual wall thickness distribution by experiments and achieved lots of research findings.

Part geometry, especially for the part with curved section and sudden dimensional transition, has an important effect on the water penetration length and residual wall thickness. The influences of the cavity cross-section shape (i.e., part geometry) and the processing parameters on the water penetration behavior...
were explored by Kuang et al.\cite{30} For the circular pipe, the residual wall thickness was rather even, but for the noncircular pipes, the maximum residual wall thickness always occurred at the wall (the farthest from the center of the cross-section), as shown in Figure 6. Huang and Deng\cite{63} investigated the influences of short-shot size, melt temperature, water injection delay time, and water pressure on the water penetration length and residual wall thickness of WAIM curved polypropylene (PP) pipe. They found that the short-shot size is the most effective factor, which is in good agreement with the simulation result.\cite{51} Yang and Chu\cite{64} and Liu and Hsieh,\cite{65} respectively, studied the GAIM– and WAIM–molded curved tubes, and reported that the wall thickness was nonuniform at transitions. The thickness distribution as well as the hollow core ratio in WAIM–molded tubes strongly affected the mechanical property of molded parts. On the other hand, the axis asymmetry of wall thickness in the curved sections is found. Lin et al.\cite{66} investigated the influence of mold temperature on the uniformity of residual wall thickness distribution at the curved sections of fluid-assisted injection-molded (FAIM) tubes. It was found that the uniformity of residual wall thickness in the FAIM parts could be improved by adopting differential mold temperatures, and the WA1M parts exhibited a more uniform thickness distribution at curved sections than the GAIM parts. When fluid (water or gas) penetrates the melt, it always seeks the path with the least resistance.\cite{67} Nevertheless, for the WAIM process, the water occupies and reduces the shrinkage of the melt during packing stage. In the curved sections, the pressure difference between the water tips and melt fronts at all radii is the same, but it varies for the gas. Accordingly, the WAIM parts have a uniform thickness distribution.\textit{WAIM–molded plastic tubes with dimensional transitions were studied by Liu and Lin.\cite{68} The results suggested that the water injection delay time and short shot size were the principal parameters affecting the hollowed core behavior of molded }\textit{d–2d–d} (a diameter \textit{d} at the ends and a diameter \textit{2d} at the center portion) \textit{tubes, while the core-out geometries of the }\textit{d–4d–d} \textit{tubes were mainly influenced by the melt and mold temperatures, water pressure, water injection delay time, and melt short shot size. Additionally, the effects of different processing parameters on the surface gloss difference of WAIM parts were also performed.\cite{57} They showed that the surface gloss difference mainly occurred at the rib/plate transition area of the WAIM parts and resulted from the roughness gradient of the part surface. Liu and Chen\cite{69} demonstrated the shrinkage rate and the viscosity of the polymeric materials, and found that the void shapes of hollow cores mainly determined the water penetration lengths in the molded products. In addition, it was found that the WAIM parts exhibited less uniform void sizes along the water channel. Ahmadzai and Behravesh\cite{61,70} claimed that the longest water penetration, the least wall thickness difference, the highest uniformity, and the lowest shrinkage were obtained at a longer holding time and higher mold temperature as well as an optimum delay time. In short, the water penetration behavior strongly influences the residual wall thickness of WAIM parts, which is mainly associated with the mold cavity, mold temperature, water pressure, and delay time. The filling phenomena in FAIM were studied by Liu and Wu using a dynamic visualization technique.\cite{71} The results showed that the WA1M–molded PP plates exhibited a more uniform hollow core ratio inside the plates than those molded by GAIM, and the water penetration was more stable than that of the gas penetration. During the postfilling of WAIM, the solidifying polymer underwent volumetric shrinkage, allowing water to penetrate into the parts. Liu and Huang\cite{72} used a visualized

Figure 6. Cross-section of WA1M parts with different cavities.\cite{30} Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
system to investigate the melt flow patterns and water penetration behavior during the melt filling. A mark between primary water penetration and secondary water penetration zones was observed. The studies demonstrated that the fountain flow phenomenon was seen under a lower initial filling. Moreover, it was found that the initial filling and water delay time, respectively, were the most significant factor affecting the water penetration length and the residual wall thickness. That is, an increase in initial filling and water delay time, respectively, led to a shorter water penetration length and a larger residual wall thickness. Additionally, Michaeli and Gründler used glass vision mold and high-speed camera to observe double-channel structures and water inclusions in the WAIM parts. The formation of defects is affected by the heat transfer, and they can be avoided by setting the appropriate process parameters and adding surfactants to the water.

One major defect in WAIM part is the water fingering phenomenon (Figure 7) which can cause significant reduction in mechanical properties of the part. Liu et al. investigated the effects of various processing parameters and water channel geometry including aspect ratio and fillet geometry on the fingering in the WAIM thermoplastic parts. It was found that the WAIM amorphous materials gave less fingering, while molded semicrystalline parts gave more fingering. The water pressure, water injection delay time, and short-shot size were found to be the principal parameters affecting the formation of water fingering, nevertheless, the temperature and the viscosity of the polymer melt were found to be very critical factors controlling the observed fingering effects. In addition, Liu and Lin observed that WAIM-molded fiber-filled polymer parts have more severe water fingerings than the pure parts, and the water fingerings increased with increasing the filler content.

Additionally, Michaeli proved the effect of gravity on the WAIM process, and suggested that one should fill in the cavity from bottom to top. The temperature distributions in WAIM were measured using novel experimental set-ups which allowed the measurement of three-dimensional temperature fields in the depth of injection molding cavities throughout the molding cycles. The results suggested that the shear heating by the viscous dissipation in the runners led to a significant increase of the melt temperature and should not be neglected in the process modeling and simulation.

3.3. Morphology and Orientation

It is well known that, in the injection molding process, polymer melt is subjected to an intricate thermo-mechanical field characterized by fast cooling rate and severe stress field, and such a thermomechanical history in return does play an important role in the development of morphological features. The formation of orientation is a result of the competition between the flow induced orientation and its subsequent relaxation. The morphology and orientation in the GAIM and CIM parts had been proved completely different. In the WAIM process, polymer melt is confined not only by the mold wall but also by the injected water. Furthermore, during the WAIM process, melt is compelled to successively flow twice (i.e., the flow respectively brought by the melt filling and the injected water). More importantly, the injected water has a significant effect of rapid cooling rate on the interior melt. Obviously, it is unambiguous that the thermo-mechanical field in WAIM process is more complicated than that in GAIM and CIM processes.

The hierarchical structure of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) molded by WAIM was studied by Liu et al. using 2D small-angle X-ray scattering (2D-SAXS). The results showed that the WAIM part was characterized with a distinct skin-core-water channel structure through the thickness, including a shish-kebab structured skin, a typically spherulitic core, and a shish structure with low oriented lamellar water channel region (see Figure 8). A distinct skin-core-water channel structure was also observed. Zheng and co-workers studied the orientation and morphology of pure isotactic polypropylene (iPP) and nucleated iPP molded by WAIM. It was found that the introduction of nucleating agent (NA) notably influenced the hierarchical structure of WAIM parts. Additionally, the results showed that the orientation parameters obtained by 2D-SAXS decreased continuously from the skin surface to the core region, and then increased till at the water channel surface. Those results demonstrate that water penetration and rapid cooling rate have a significant effect on the morphological features of the WAIM parts.

Huang and Deng reported that the crystallinity of WAIM parts in the middle was higher than those from both outer and inner layers at a position near the water inlet. The samples taken from the outer layer, middle layer, and inner layer showed a similar melting peak and crystallinity at position near the end of water channel. Liu et al. found that material at the mold-side
exhibited a higher degree of crystallinity than that at the water-side, and the crystallinity at the water-side layer increased with increasing the water temperature, which was consistent with the reported results.[24] In addition, for the WAIM–molded nylon 6 (PA6) parts, it was found that the γ-phase crystals and α-phase crystals, respectively, dominated the crystal morphology at the skin and intermediate layers, but the coexistence of the γ and the α-phase crystals dominated at the water-channel layer.[92]

It is well known that iPP is a polymorphic material with several crystal modifications, including monoclinic α-phase, trigonal β-phase, orthorhombic γ-phase, and smectic meso-phase.[93–98] Thus, iPP is always used as a representative template to study the crystalline evolution during the injection molding process. Wang and Huang[99] suggested that lowering the melt temperature is favorable for the formation of β-form in the WAIM PP part (Figure 9a,b). However, Lin and Liu[24] reported that no β-form was found in the WAIM part, but a larger amount in the CIM part. They explained that this phenomenon was attributed to fast solidifying rate brought by the injected water that left short time for the growth of the β-phase on the formed α-row nuclei. In addition, for the WAIM PP/acylonitrile–styrene copolymer (SAN) blend parts, it was found that high contents of β-form crystals (Figure 9c) and transcrys-tals (Figure 9d) were formed in the parts molded at relatively low melt temperatures. The formation of high contents of β-form crystals and the transcrys-tals is, respectively, due to the strong β-nucleating ability and in situ fibrillation of the SAN.

The molecular weight and the molecular weight distribution of polymers have a pronounced effect on the shear-induced crystallization.[100–103] It is generally believed that high molecular weight species play an important role in nucleation, melt orientation and subsequent crystallization. The crystal structures of the WAIM parts of PA6 with different molecular weights were investigated.[104] It was found that the molecular weight of the PA6 exhibited more effects on the formation of the γ-form as the cooling rate decreased. Moreover, the shear was found to hinder the formation of the γ-form for the PA6 with a higher molecular weight. Wang et al.[105] studied the crystal morphology of WAIM parts of HDPE with two different molecular weights. The results showed that the oriented lamellar structures were formed in the skin region and the spherulites were formed in the core and water channel regions for HDPE with higher molecular weight. But, for HDPE with a lower molecular weight, the spherulites were formed in all three regions at a position near the water inlet, whereas the oriented lamellar structures were formed in the skin region and the banded spherulites were dominant in other regions at a position near the end of the water channel. Although banded spherulites appear in low molecular weight HDPE, the studies are still consistent with the common view.

Recently, the results of Liu et al.[106] indicated that shishkebab with high lamellar and molecular orientations was formed in the sample with a lower molecular weight rather than in a higher one, especially in the water channel layer (Figure 10). This finding is obviously inconsistent with the general consensus, that is, higher molecular weight polymer is much easier to form preferential orientation in the flow field than lower molecular weight one.[107,108] Such anomalous phenomenon is explained by the fact that even though the melts experienced the same processing, a lower shear rate was practically achieved in the higher molecular weight sample due to its high viscosity, which was in good agreement with the numerical simulation results by Hu et al.[109] The aforementioned results indicate that the flow history in the industrial processing method is far from what observed in the laboratory one.
3.4. Fiber-Filled Composites

The properties of the polymer composites depend on the filler (type, size, shape, orientation, and dispersion), matrix, interface between the filler and the polymer chains (the interface is important to provide a better load transfer), and so on.\textsuperscript{[110–120]} Therefore, tremendous efforts have been devoted to developing the polymer composites with excellent desired properties.

![Figure 9. POM images of WAIM PP parts molded at a) low and b) high melt temperatures as well as c) core and d) inner layers of WAIM PP/SAN blend part.\cite{99} Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH.](image)

![Figure 10. Two-dimensional wide-angle X-ray diffraction (2D-WAXD) and 2D-SAXS patterns of WAIM samples at different layers as well as the corresponding molecular and lamellar orientations.\cite{106} Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH.](image)
GF-filled composites have been widely used as structural materials in aerospace, marine, automobile, railways, civil engineering structures, and sporting goods due to their high specific strength and stiffness.\textsuperscript{[121–124]} GF-filled composites molded by WAIM have the capability to produce parts having thick and thin sections with a good structural rigidity as well as to help to minimize the surface sink mark and warpage.\textsuperscript{[75]} The successful commercialization of WAIM–molded GF-filled automotive duct was reported by Knights.\textsuperscript{[3]} Liu and Chen\textsuperscript{[125]} studied the moldability of GF-filled PP composites and optimized the length of water penetration by adopting a Taguchi method. It was found that fibers in WAIM parts were mostly oriented in the flow direction, especially in those areas near the mold/polymer and the polymer/water interfaces. This is due to the more severe shear involved during the mold filling, therefore the fibers are principally parallel to the flow direction. This finding is in good agreement with the GF-filled poly-butylene-terephthalate composites\textsuperscript{[91]} and fiber-reinforced PP part.\textsuperscript{[126]}

The surface roughness inside the water channel is the main problem for WAIM–molded GF-filled polymer composites. The agglomeration of fibers at some section of the formed water channel can block the path of water penetration. GF–reinforced PA6 composites exhibited rougher internal surfaces compared to those of virgin materials.\textsuperscript{[92]} However, the inner surface roughness can be improved by increasing the water pressure. Lang and Parkinson\textsuperscript{[117]} proposed a two-component WAIM method to improve the inner surface roughness.

Rib is usually designed to increase the stiffness of the WAIM parts and it also serves as water channels to guide the water penetration during the filling process. Nevertheless, water bubbles may penetrate outside of the designed rib and form finger-shape branches due to inappropriate mold design as well as processing parameters. Severe fingerings can result in a significant reduction in part stiffness. For example, Liu and Lin\textsuperscript{[95]} investigated the fingering phenomenon in the WAIM–molded GF-filled PP composites under various processing parameters and water channel geometry. It was found that the water pressure, water injection delay time and melt short shot size were the principal parameters affecting the formation of water fingerings.

Recently, in situ microfibrillar-reinforced composites molded by WAIM were reported.\textsuperscript{[117–129]} It was found that high shear stress and cooling rate caused by the high-pressure water penetration during the WAIM could result in the in situ fibrillation of the SAN droplet, followed by the formation of transcrystals at the interface between the SAN microfiber and PP matrix.\textsuperscript{[99]} Figure 11 shows the schematic of formation mechanism of transcrystals during the WAIM stages. Additionally, Michaeli et al.\textsuperscript{[12–14]} found that the cooling time needed for WAIM–molded PP composites was shorter than that for GAIM composites. The yield strength of molded parts increased with increasing the mold temperature, but decreased with increasing the melt temperature.\textsuperscript{[92]}

### 3.5. Polymer Blends

It is well known that the morphology development in the immiscible polymer blends is mainly controlled by the rheological and interfacial properties of the individual components, blend composition, processing conditions, and flow fields during processing.\textsuperscript{[130–134]}

The phase morphological development in FAIM–molded HDPE/polycarbonate (PC) blends was studied by Lin and Liu.\textsuperscript{[24]} It was observed that the shape and size of the dispersed phase depended on the position both across the part thickness and along the flow direction. Water-molded parts have a smaller PC particle distribution than gas (Figure 12). Additionally, high fluid pressures were found to mold parts with a smaller PC particle distribution. For example, Liu et al.\textsuperscript{[24,25]} reported that the shape and size of the dispersed phase in the WAIM–molded HDPE/PA6 blends depended on the position both across the part thickness and along the flow direction, and high-water pressures were responsible for the small polyamide particle distribution. The small and large particles coexisted in the skin and water channel regions, indicating that both coalescence and disintegration of the dispersed phase occurred in these regions. Huang and Zhou\textsuperscript{[135]} studied the WAIM–molded PP/PA6 blends, and found that the phase morphology varied across the residual wall of the WAIM curved ducts. Moreover, the morphologies developed at the position near the water inlet and near the end of the water channel were mainly ascribed to the melt filling and water penetration, respectively. It was demonstrated that higher water pressure, adequate melt temperature and higher injection speed resulted in a more obvious deformation of the dispersed PA6 phase.

Wang and Huang\textsuperscript{[136]} reported the formation mechanism of crystal morphologies in the WAIM linear low-density
polyethylene (LLDPE)/HDPE blends, and found that the banded spherulites of LLDPE coexisted with the randomly oriented lamellae of HDPE for LLDPE/HDPE blends with a lower HDPE content at higher cooling rates, whereas a banding to nonbanding morphological transition occurred for LLDPE component at lower cooling rates. The banded spherulites were also found in the WAIM–molded low molecular weight HDPE parts. The results indicated that the thermal effect and the heterogeneous nucleation effect of HDPE component were the main factors for the formation of crystal morphologies in the LLDPE/HDPE blends.

4. Conclusions and Perspectives

Processing technique is an important factor that determines the macroscopic properties of the prepared polymer materials in applications. However, the properties of a polymer product also depend on the polymer used and the capability to manipulate its internal morphology and structure. WAIM technology provides a new way to fabricate hollow and other complicated parts. Recent advances in study the WAIM were reviewed. It is widely accepted that the WAIM parts exhibit a skin–core–water channel structure, which is different from the skin–core structure in the CIM and GAIM parts. The studies indicate that the shear rate caused by water penetration, the higher cooling capacity, and incompressibility of the water, as well as additional nucleating agent contribute principally to the formation of oriented structure in the WAIM parts. In other words, the structural evolution in the WAIM parts is significantly influenced by the rapid cooling rate and shear brought by the injected water.

However, there are still many challenges about WAIM and some discussions are still not clear yet. For example, some other materials with high viscosity need be tested, including amorphous polymers and polymer composites. Some other approaches are needed suitable for improving the inner surface roughness of WAIM–molded polymer composites. How to predict and control the residual wall thickness of WAIM parts as well as how to avoid the formation of defects during the WAIM process are still challenges. On the other hand, the WAIM equipment cost should be further reduced, especially for the water injection unit. Additionally, the morphological and structural evolutions of WAIM–molded polyolefin parts in the presence of NAs as well as fillers are still unclear. Especially, the multifunctions are desired to satisfy various applications including sensing, structural materials, energy, electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding, environmental remediation, etc. Therefore, additional efforts have to be made to further investigate and improve the WAIM technology for producing various nanocomposite parts.
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